E-reserves functionality has improved a lot over the past few years. But we know change can be difficult even if you’re not happy with the software you’re currently using. Here are some reasons why libraries like yours have selected Ares for e-reserves.
Our Challenge

We’re using old software that hasn’t been updated and for which upgrades aren’t scheduled.

We’re very happy with the service and productivity enhancements we’ve gained since making the switch from our previous reserves system. Our faculty members really like the capabilities they have in Ares.

How Ares Can Help

Atlas Systems releases upgrades to the Ares software every six months, ensuring you have the latest features and technology with which to serve your faculty and students.
Our Challenge

Our old e-reserves software doesn’t work with new versions of operating systems and e-learning systems.

How Ares Can Help

Semi-annual upgrades keep Ares compatible with all browsers and operating systems and with e-learning systems such as Blackboard, Moodle and Desire2Learn.
Our Challenge

When we have a problem with our old software it’s difficult to get help from the vendor.

“Having Atlas host our Ares implementation ensures timely upgrades and support if there are any problems.”

How Ares Can Help

Atlas Systems provides prompt customer service from dedicated support staff available by phone and email. Our staff will be there for you when you have questions about Ares.
Our Challenge

Learning a new system takes time that we don’t have.

How Ares Can Help

Ares is easy to use. If your staff use ILLiad, the interface will be very familiar, reducing further the time needed to be up and running.

“The system was intuitive for students to use and whatever tasks they were responsible for, the Ares environment made their jobs easier. If you’ve learned to use ILLiad, you can quickly learn Ares.”
The Ares system automates library reserve services, provides around-the-clock access to reserves collections, includes integrated copyright management services, and saves time for faculty members and library staff.